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We are a group of Jackson residents interested, for a variety of reasons, in the Total Solar 
Eclipse [TSE] coming August 21, 2017.  Mayor Flitner has encouraged us to gather 
information and share it with town officials and others in Jackson.   
 
The eclipse will start in Jackson around 10:15am and will become total around 11:35am.  
Depending on where you are in the Jackson Hole area, the totality will last from two 
minutes to two minutes and twenty seconds.  You can be sure that traffic will come to a 
complete stop during that totality everywhere in Jackson Hole.   
 
Many find hard to believe, and we are gathering data to support it, that thousands of avid 
hobbyists, called umbraphiles, will pay substantial amounts to view the totality of an 
eclipse.1  To do so requires both access [commercial airport nearby2] to the 70-mile wide 
band of totality, see attached map, and no clouds at the time of the eclipse.  There are 
approximately five places in the U.S. that satisfy those two constraints:  Boise, Idaho 
Falls, Jackson, Casper, and St Joseph MO.  Other places have splendid weather and hard 
access, Madras OR being the prime example.   Other places have splendid access and iffy 
weather—Kansas City, St Louis, Nashville, and Charleston, for example.   
 
One of the attachments shows a weather graph prepared by the eclipse meteorologist, Jay 
Anderson.  You’ll see that Jackson doesn’t look so great compared to Idaho Falls.  [The 
peaks and valleys result from the fact that clouds form as winds blow against mountains 
and then go over them.] Mike Maurer, of the Jackson Hole Astronomy Club, has 

                                                 
1 One tour company, specializing in Solar Eclipses, has three tours using Jackson as the viewing point. Its 
tours cost about $5,000 per person for a week in Jackson Hole. It has booked the dorm rooms at Teton 
Science School and some motels.  Another booked all the rooms at Snow King Hotel about three years ago.   
Amangani is charging $2,400/night with a five-night minimum.  The Jackson Hole Golf and Tennis Club is 
already planning 800 to 1,500 viewers on plots laid out on its driving range, with tents ordinarily used for 
wedding receptions providing refreshments.  
2 One official working on TSE 2017 at a town with high probability of clear skies, but no commercial 
airports nearby, has traffic forecasts in hand that suggest gridlock which he likened to rush hour on I-5 in a 
city like downtown Seattle during an ice storm with a power outage.  He thinks that those attempting to 
drive to his town will face traffic at a standstill two hours before totality begins.  His town has been 
working on TSE 2017 issues for more than a year.   
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prepared a chart, also attached, showing the good and excellent places within driving 
distance of Jackson. 
 
Casper  WY, which has been working on TSE plans for two years, expects 50-60,000 
viewers.  The City of St Joe MO, where clouds less likely than here, has made elaborate 
plans—commandeering the entire airport for lectures and viewing—and plans to host 
100,000.  Of all the accessible places, Jackson has the best other tourist attractions.   
 
Your public officials are working now to estimate the additional crowds that will visit 
Jackson that third weekend in August—additional to the 25,000 vehicles that ordinarily 
are in, or pass through, Jackson on any day during that prime weekend.  
 
The Chiefs of Fire, Police, and Emergency Management know how to deal with issues of 
public safety, including parking, traffic, fire prevention, emergency service, vision 
protection, water and food provisioning, sanitation, and garbage disposal.   They deal 
with such matters all the time.  TSE 2017 will present more of these, but likely not 
different of these.   
 
Those Jackson public safety officials know that the National Park Service will need to 
handle the hundreds of cars that will want to pull off the road to park, likely starting the 
Friday or Saturday before.  Hot catalytic converters and tall, dry grass do not make a 
good combination. 
 
We memo writers won’t make any decisions—we have no authority to.  Maybe we can 
help the public officials conserve their scarce resource, time, for identifying critical 
issues, not least of which is estimating the extra costs the additional crowds will cause 
and how might it raise some extra revenues.   
 
We expect to make suggestions for educators to consider in exploiting TSE 2017 in 
exciting citizens, particularly the young ones, about science.  
 
Vision Protection will need constant attention and repetition.  Once the eclipse starts—
the partial eclipse phase —one can look at the sun without feeling physical pain, but 
painless infra-red rays will damage the retinas for the rest of your life. YOU MUST NOT 
LOOK AT THE SUN IN PARTIAL ECLIPSE (which lasts on the order of three hours) 
WITHOUT SPECIAL LENSES.   You will hear this dozens of times.  We’ll drum this 
into kids’ heads dozens of times.  We’ll teach the kids to browbeat their parents with it.   
The special glasses cost less than $0.75 a pair when bought in bulk and the town officials 
in co-operation with various local merchants will surely be deciding how to get distribu-
tion. 
 
Added on Aug 11.  The cost is less than $0.30 a pair when bought in bulk.  I now think 
this will be a major public health problem across the country.  Eclipse experts [astrono-
mers and tour guide operator] tell me that 250-300 million people across the U.S. will 
look at the eclipse.  Most of these will not get totality, only partial.   They are just as 
much at risk as those who get to totality, as the infra-red rays hit the eye during a partial 
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eclipse. Until the partial is nearly full, however, the sun’s rays are too bright to look at. 
Those at totality get about two minutes of totality, during which there is no danger, as the 
moon blocks the entire sun. 
 
I have been in touch with the major manufacturer of eclipse vision protection products.  I 
asked him if he and his competitor worked at full capacity from August 1, 2015, up until 
the last minute in 2017 [not sure exactly what date in August that would be, but surely 
before August 21], they could produce  something more than 200 million units.  And to 
work at full capacity requires orders, because the manufacturer requires a 50% deposit 
before he starts processing the order [and the rest due on completion of the order, not 
necessarily the ship date to the customer].3  Right now he’s nowhere near capacity.  He 
has a nice book of business but not full.  He says that to get ramped up to full capacity 
will take six months.   
 
Practical manufacturing capacity between now and August 2017 is surely not 200 million 
units.  There will be shortages of vision protection somewhere in the country.   Any one 
town or distributor can order early and be all set.  In fact, early orders get a discount.  But 
someone is going to come up short.   
 
I asked Robert Orso, Austrian eclipse expert, what was the vision damage caused by the 
1999 TSE, which passed over southern England, France, Germany, Austria, and other 
places east.   I’ve attached his thorough response.  He agrees with me that the best way to 
get the glasses into the hands of locals is via grocery store give-aways or sales near the 
cash register.  Another idea is to have the local newspaper, which will publish a special 
eclipse edition to use a blown-in set of protectors.    
 
Temporary Housing/Short-term Rentals  Teton County and the Town have ordinances 
prohibiting short-term rentals of the sort where one rents part [or all] one one’s home or 
apartment for a weekend.  Even so, many residents violate that ordinance with 
impunity—go to www.VRBO.com or www.AirBnB.com, search for Jackson short-term 
rentals, and you’ll see them.  The enforcement officer of the county recently said at a 
public meeting that the ordinance has not yet been recently enforced, although the County 
plans to do so soon.  We’ll urge the public officials of the town and county to consider 
suspending the ordinance for TSE 2017 weekend, so that owners and tenants [subject to 
the terms of their leases with their landlords] can rent out parts or all of their dwelling 
units without running afoul of the law.4 
 
Reserved Parking Lots for Visitors  We know from conversations with umbraphiles 
planning to drive to one of the good viewing locations that many would happily pay, say, 
$50 for the assurance of a reserved parking lot and directions how to get there for a 
viewing.  We hope to gather data on how the Town might cost effectively provide such a 

                                                 
3 He wants customers to finance the high cost of inventory and labor invested in an order.  No reason for 
him to take out bank loans when the customer can finance his own order. 
4 One reader of a draft of this assumed we’re advocating such a suspension.  NO.  We don’t know enough 
to judge the unintended consequences of such a move.   For sure, we will urge the elected officials to 
consider it.   
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service and, perhaps, raise funds in the process.  Casper has planned five lots with spaces 
for the weekend sold at $85 each.  
 
The editor of Astronomy magazine and constructor of  www.fpsci.com has argued why 
Missouri should declare August 21, 2017, to be a state holiday.  He explains that the 
arguments apply equally well to all states, such as Wyoming, where the totality band 
crosses the state.  See http://cs.astronomy.com/asy/b/astronomy/archive/2014/07/07/10-
reasons-missouri-should-make-august-21-2017-a-state-holiday.aspx  The public officials 
should consider whether to join with those in Casper to ask the legislature to declare a 
state holiday for Wyoming.  Cheyenne is 150 miles from the center line of the eclipse, so 
TSE 2017 may not be a priority so far south.    
 
We invite you to give us suggestions and to ask questions, using the e-mail address in the 
letterhead at the top of the first page.  Meanwhile here are some resources you may find 
interesting: 
 
www.fpsci.com By an editor of Astronomy magazine, the organizer of the St. Joe 
MO 100,000-strong gathering.  The best eclipse map, with zoom features, is on this site, 
as is the full Anderson analysis of eclipse weather. 
http://www.wyomingstargazing.org/2017-solar-eclipse/ Locals working on getting us 
an observatory and a planetarium. 
www.jhastronomy.com/  Jackson Hole Astronomy Club 
http://www.eclipsecasper.com/ Casper has made much progress.   
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Weil, Roman L.

From: Robert Orso <ro@astronomie.at>
Sent: Tuesday, August 11, 2015 5:58 AM
To: Weil, Roman L.
Subject: Re: retina damage at TSE 2017 and 1999

Hi Roman, 

sorry for my late reply, but I had to dig out a few numbers. 

All in all the recent eclipses showed no epidemic eye damage caused by staring into the 
sun. After the TSE 1999 we had been reported some casualities like the 13 people that 
consulted the Berlin Eye Clinic after the eclipse. 

The recent partial eclipse was reported as having caused "increased visits" to the 
relevant cliniques, but without any numbers. The City of Frankfurt reported 50 people 
asking for medical care due to "eclipse induced eye problems". 

The "DOG - Deutsche Ophthalmologische Gesellschaft" reported "3000 persons seeking 
help due to eclipse induced eye problems" in 1999 for entire Germany. I found no report 
on how severe the problems were. 

I could not find any report of someone who definitely suffered permanent eye damage 
due to excessive staring into the sun without protection that dates from 1999. And I 
can't remember having heard of someone. There might be some fellows that are not 
smart enough to stop staring, even if it starts to get unpleasant, but most of the people 
seem to have found a way to watch the eclipse safely. If there have been severe 
injuries, they did not make it into the mainstream news. The 2015 PSE was a good 
opportunity for some papers to dig out "an unfortunate guy that almost blinded himself 
watching the eclipse but was saved by a miracle and long medical care". These cases are 
VERY rare however. 

However, I have co complain, that the 2015 partial eclipse shed a bad light on the ability 
to judge danger by some people. While most of the adults and almost all of the kids 
where well aware they should not stare into the sun without proper protection, there has 
been a regulative directive to the teachers to keep their pupils inside and "take all 
measures to ensure that no child can take harm by the eclipse". Quite a medieval way to 
celebate an eclipse: Take shelter and keep covered until it's over. 

Since the teachers are responsible for their kids during the school hours, they had to 
rule out even the slightest possibility that one of them indeed could harm himself which 
then could lead to lawsuits. Until a few years ago we could rely on "common sense" and 
that everybody is responsible to ones own deeds. Nowadays we seem to catch up some 
"american measures" where there is always someone to blame – and to sue, no matter 
how dumb you behave. 
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So chances are good that you will figure a higher number of idiots that hurt themselves 
than we had. 

So back to the eclipse shades. 

There were not enough back in 1999 but nobody did notice until 2 or 3 days before the 
eclipse. We had prepared "quite a bunch" for distribution via our website and 
observatory visitors. We sat on them until a week or two before eclipse and then they 
were sold out almost instantly. I have no idea how much we could have distributed, if 
we have had enough. The demand raised so shortly before the event that there was not 
even a chance to ship some, even if they had been stocked. People had no idea whom to 
ask for one or where to buy. We talked to opticans and likewise people as well as the 
tourist centers. It would have been better to talk to the Markets to stock them at the 
checkout. Next to the sweets. 

Radio and TV did an overall good job to prepare the people. Warn them about staring 
into the sun, tell them where to get eclipse shades, showing how to prepare alternative 
viewing aids: punchhole "camera", CD, folded space blanket, sooting a piece of glass, 
stacking a few layers of B/W Film (these were the days before digital cameras were 
ubiquitous)... 

I hope that helps a little. 

Best regards, 
Robert Orso 

Am 07.08.2015 01:09, schrieb Weil, Roman L.: 

Robert: In doing my work for TSE 2017, I learn that the total mfg capacity in the US for 
the next two years, if both mfg of them go flat out is about 200mm. 

I see estimates that 250mm to 300mm in the US will look at the Great American Eclipse. 

If my data are right, there will be a shortage of vision protection. There will likely be 
retina damage. 

One of my colleagues expresses skepticism at the conclusion. Where, he asks, is the 
evidence of damage from prior eclipses? Good question, so I ask you: 

In 1999 was there enough vision protection available? 

Have you any idea of the numbers of ppl who injured themselves by looking unaided? 

Source documents great, but your memory or recollection will be helpful, too. 

  



7/18/2015 USA  2017 August 21 Total Solar Eclipse  Interactive Google Map  Xavier Jubier

http://xjubier.free.fr/en/site_pages/solar_eclipses/TSE_2017_GoogleMapFull.html 1/1
Map data ©2015 Google, INEGI Imagery ©2015 TerraMetrics

Made by Xavier M. Jubier

200 km 

Map centered on: 39.30663, 89.90754 — 39° 18' 23.86" N, 89° 54' 27.15" W
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 Solar Eclipses Maps   Help  Dont’t forget it’s your responsibility to explicitly give credit to the

author and mention its origin when using this map in any publication
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Historic Satellite Cloud Data.
The link to the actual satellite images is here: 
 http://www.eclipse2017.org/2017/satellite.htm 

         City IF JXN DBS PVL GZH CSP EWY WNE ENE

2014 ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗  ⊗ ∼  ⊗

2013 ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ 

2012 ⊗ ⊗ ∼      

2011 ⊗ ⊗ ⊗      ⊗

2010  ∼  ⊗     

2009         ⊗

2008 ⊗ ⊗ ∼      ⊗

2007  ⊗ ⊗ ∼     

2006     ⊗ ∼  ∼

2005      ⊗ ⊗  ⊗

IF Idaho Falls 2.3 hrs    Drive Time
JXN Jackson
DBS Dubois 2    hrs
PVL Pavillion 2.5 hrs
GZH Gas Hills 4.5 hrs
CSP Casper 5    hrs
EWY East Wyoming 7.5 hrs
WNE West Nebraska 9    hrs
ENE East Nebraska 12 hrs
 = Great Conditions

∼ = Possibly OK (but why risk it)

⊗ BAD Conditions!  Run Away!!  (example from 2012)

As you can see, by historical data, Pavillion and the Gas Hills are the consistently best
places to plan, but always have a back up!  What surprised me and other locals, is that
our summertime afternoon cloud build up and storms are NOT the major concern!  
We All thought that it was mostly clear that time of year, but that isn't what the data 
shows.

Mike Maurer, Jackson Astronomy Club has high standards of suitability for viewing/telescopic photography.  The OK/not 
judgments are his, based on satellite data.  His current plan is to go to the Gas Hills at least two days in advance. 7/11/15TSE 2017 20-July-2015
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Weil, Roman L.

From: Joe Krenowicz <director@madraschamber.com>
Sent: Friday, July 17, 2015 10:01 AM
To: Weil, Roman L.
Subject: RE: TSE planning  in Madras

At this time keep the Mayor and Gus Burril on the list.  
 
Bandwidth usage for next two months are annual projects that occur, a one‐time event in 
Sept with 2200 cyclists for two days, two day Airshow of 16,000 + spectators and three 
events in Sept.   
 
In October, Chamber is convening the city and county entities for strategic planning for 
parking/RV locations/law enforcement/EMS services/hospital and medical offices/state 
traffic control/Oregon State Police/State Emergency assistance.  
 
We have been advised, our three (two lane) state highways converging on Madras will be 
locked up two hours prior to and well more than 4 hours after.  Lookee lookies and late 
arrivals will pull to the side of the roads and the trucking companies will have challenges on 
the 97 corridor that account for 50% of all freight north and south thru Oregon.   
 
Not only the eclipse followers but also photographers.  They are converging for the perfect 
photo of the Cascade Range as the eclipse comes over it.  
 

 How many visitors are you currently planning for?  15‐30,000‐??? 

 How did you develop that estimate?  [here, I really need help because I’d like real data to show our 
public officials] This is from conversation with OMSI Director who has been a participant in two other 
solar eclipses in similar size towns/cities. Along with our inquiries reaching from Barcelona, France, GB, 
Boston and Canada.  Have 3 tour companies on our list regarding accommodations for traveling in that 
day and returning from Ptld.  All of them are accommodating visitors from Japan, Korea and South 
Vietnam.  All of our hotels were booked by last June, 2014.  All required 3 night minimum stay with 
nonrefundable 50% deposit. Resort 25 miles away was bought out at the same time by a travel agency. 
155 rooms. So the visitor figure may be higher.  Building data file to begin responding and updating to 
the enquiries we have entertained to date starting Jan 2016 and hopefully sooner.  

 Do you have a reserved parking plan yet? We will be identifying public parking locations and types. 
Reserved with a cut off date and hopefully have real estate left over, for the day 
tourist/hopefuls.  Engaging local nonprofits, youth groups, boosters, church groups, etc. to step up 
with ticket taking at the various locations.  Net/net revenue will be shared with the groups.  

 Have you yet plotted parking lots for visitors? See above 

 If yes, for how many spaces, so far? TBD  
 

    JK 
 

From: Weil, Roman L. [mailto:Roman.Weil@chicagobooth.edu]  
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2015 12:39 PM 
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